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Protesters invade Washington
By Damon Beck
Issue Kdit.ir
WASHINGTON- Like an army in the night they
Hooded into Washington.
The people, mostly young and white, swarmed
into the city by every mode of transportation
thinkable.
Some were packed in beat-up buses, crammed
in decal-covered cars, straddling flag-draped
motorcycles and driving U-Haul trucks. A lot of
them hitchhiked, carrying their beds on their
backs. Others came with suitcases by bus, train
and plane.
From the New York area alone 450 buses and
five 18-car trains were chartered to bring the
protesters into the city.
THEY ALL CAME to join Saturday's massive
demonstration, march and rally against the
American involvement in the Indo-China war and
to call for immediate withdrawal of all troops
from Vietman.
Crowd estimates ranged from 200,000
(metropolitan police), to 350,000
(justice
department), to 500,000 (demonstration sponsors). Cleveland lawyer Jerry Gordon, the chief

spokesman for the National Peace Action
Coalition who planned the demonstration, said
that another 500,000 people were caught in the
traffic outside the capital city and didn't get in
soon enough to participate in the march.
Whatever the numbers, there were enough
people by 3 p.m. to fill every square inch of the
massive lawn in front of the Capitol Building. And
the crowds would continue to come down the 16block march route from the White House for the
next two hours.
The march was divided into different
segments, with each protester rallying behind the
banner proclaiming his interest group.
THERE WERE groups of teachers, union
members, active GI's, Vietnam veterans,
previous war veterans, federal employes, poor
people, blacks, mothers, a wide variety of
students, publishers, many city, state and sectional groups and, one of the most colorful, the
Gay Liberation people, to name but a few.
Some groups had their own special protest
chants.
The Southern Christian Leadership Conference
delegation chanted, "1,2,3,4, we won't fight your
racist war," while the Gay Liberationists and

Radical Lesbians shouted, "Gay is proud, say it
loud," which doesn't necessarily pertain to the
war in Indo-China but expresses the social injustice they feel.
Another group of about 100 carried bigger-thanlife- papier-mache caricatures of President and
Mrs. Nixon and Vice President Spiro T. Agnew.
The Nixons, however, did not see the marchers.
They left Friday for their Camp David retreat in
western Maryland.
See page 5 for related story
THE LARGE METAL doors at the entrances of
most federal buildings along the route were sealed
and men in business suits with binoculars and
cameras, seen atop the National Archives
building, were jeered by the passing crowd.
"Come down and join us, you feds," one
marcher called.
When the people atop the building stood expressionless the cry from the crowd became
"jump, jump. Jump...." They soon retreated back
into the building.
A number of Viet Cong flags and a few pictures
of Chairman Mao were scattered throughout the
march.

One young nian, his cheeks painted with red
and blue stripes and white stars across his
forehead, was charging photographers to take his
picture. For a worthy cause, he said-the Kent 25
legal fund.
GARY MATYCHICH, 24, a Detroit auto
worker, said he came because he wanted to "help
a little bit."
"I thought maybe if I showed my face, it would
mean something," he said. • "I don't think it will
change anvthing in the government but it is
another step in ending the war."
At the Capitol protesters were in trees, on top of
walls, hanging from all the statues and
monuments that surround the complex of
buildings, and sprawled all across the grass in
front of the Capitol steps.
The rally was held up for an hour while the
sponsors waited for the march to end and
everybody to arrive. When it became apparent
that the line of people coming down Pennsylvania
Avenue would not end for quite awhile, the rally
began.
AMONG THE SPEAKERS were Coretta King,

wife of slain civil-rights leader Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.; a number of legislators including Sen.
Vance Hartke (Dem.-Ind.); I. F. Stone, author of a
number anti-war books; a mother of an American
prisoner of war; and Harold Gibbons, vice
president of the International Brotherhood of |
Teamsters.
The general theme running through all the I
speeches was "get out and get out now."
Hartke described a bill he had sent to Congress |
last winter.
"The bill contained only 215 words," he said.
But you could sum it up in two words-out now."
THE POW MOTHER called for Nixon to set a
date for the end to the war.
"Doesn't the President realize that in every
previous war the prisoners got to come home when
the war was over?" she asked.
Mrs. King asked the President to end the war
on Aug. 28, the eighth anniversary of her
husband's "I have a dream" speech, which he
made from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial.
By 4 p.m., although thousands were leaving the
rally and streaming down Pennsylvania Avenue
back toward the White House, Just as many were
still inarching on the Capital.

Students hear policy ideas

Gilligan defends Plan
By Jim Smith
Editor
COLUMBUS - Governor John J.
Gilligan defended his controversial Ohio
Plan Saturday before a contingent of
college newspaper editors.
The proposal has been subject to
barrages of strong criticism since its
introduction last month. Prime target for
attack has been the provision requiring
graduates of Ohio's state-supported
universities to reimburse the state for the
subsidy provided during
their
enrollment.
"The plan is new, it's unique, it has
never been done before by any state on
the face of the earth," Gilligan said.
"Being new, it scares the daylights out of
college presidents who would much
prefer to send the bill into the state
legislature and get a few hundred million
dollars more every year and spend It."

THE GOVERNOR TERMED the plan
"solid" and "sound," and indicated that
35 state legislatures and "about half" the
nation's governors had asked for copies
to re-submit in their own states.
Administrative assistant Bob Cecile
voiced concern over "confusion"
surrounding the subsidy-payback
provision of the package.
"Students entering publi: four-year
universities in Ohio will be asked to pay
back the amount of the subsidy the state
contributes in their behalf," Cecile said.
"It will be paid back upon graduation
after the individual reaches an income
level of $7,500 per year."
The aide explained that the subsidy
would be repaid at an annual rate of two
per cent of the individual's income minus
$100. If the subsidy has not been completely repaid within 30 years, Cecile
said, no further payment is required.

PAYMENT ALSO CEASES while a
person's income has terminated for such
reasons as marriage, or while he attends
any institution of higher learning, or is a
member of the armed forces, the Peace
Corps, or VISTA.
Cecile indicated that the legislature
could exempt other areas in the future, if
need be, to encourage people tn take up
needed public service professions.
Aside from providing additional
revenue for the state-supported colleges,
Gilligan's proposal would attempt to
breathe new life into Ohio's private and
two-year schools.
Individuals attending two-year public
institutions in the state are not required
to repay their subsidy, Cecile said.
"The attempt here is to take some of
the strain off the four-year education,"
he explained. "At the same time, we're
asking young people to take a hard look

Students |o/cm co-op
Students met at a rally last night at the
Math Science Building to discuss
organization of a co-op book and clothing
store in Bowling Green.
"Students are tired of being ripped off
by the bookstores and the Bowling Green '
merchants," said Mark I. Potter,
sophomore (A&S). "A student program
is directed at vou."
THE STUDENT COOP program will
operate on a- non-profit basis, obtaining
goods directly from the factory and there
by cutting out the middle-man and other
profit-seeking individuals, he said. The
plan is to set up headquarters in a vacant
building and to sell products ranging
from toothpaste to clothes and books.

"Prices are ridiculous in this town,"
said Potter. "The students have to unify
themselves to stop the price hikes."
POTTER ADDED that there has been
a very positive response to the co-op
program.
.
But more people are needed to help
plan fund-raising events such as rallies,
rock concerts, rummage sales, and
donation tables. If anyone wants to help
he is to notify either the Crystal City
News, Box 12, University Hall or Dave
Lefko, 411 Conklin, 372-5236, Potter said.
The organizers of the co-op program
are looking for a store location now and
will be asking for donations on campus
all week.

at a two-year program."
MANY PEOPLE, Cecile said, go to a
four-year school merely because it's the
thing to do. "They've never really considered what it means in the future," he
insisted.
The Ohio Plan also provides additional incentives to attend private
schools in the state, Gilligan said.
Students graduating from public twoyear colleges would be able to attend a
private institution for his last two years
at the same cost, the governor said,
providing the private college agrees to
charge the student such a rate.
The state, said Gilligan, would make
up the difference in subsidy to the school.
The reason for such a provision,
Gilligan said, is to take pressure of the
overcrowded public schools, while
bolstering, to some degree at least, the
private colleges.
"WHILE ENROLLMENT has shot
upward by more than 180,000 in public
institutions in the last decade," Gilligan
said, "it has actually decreased by 10,000
students in private schools in the past
five years."
The governor also hopes to provide
additional loan assistance to students
through a tuition loan provision in the
package.
"We're going to ask the General
Assembly to direct the
various
retirement systems in the state to loan
three per cent of their investment portfolios to students," Cecile said.
Loans could be made at up to $1,000
per year with no needs test required,
Cecile explained. The loan and seven per
cent interest could be repaid after
graduation according to the federal
schedule.
The aide admitted, however, that the
administration expects opposition from
the retirement boards.
• to page S
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Gov. John J. Gilligan

***

***

Proposed bill includes
addition to Boards
COLUMBUS - Students and faculty
members will have membership on the
Board of Regents, as well as on individual university boards of trustees, if
an upcoming Gilligan proposal is approved by the Ohio General Assembly.
Although the governor refused to
reveal the mechanics of the plan pending
its introduction into the legislature, he
outlined the basics of it at Saturday's
press conference.

"Students and faculty should have a
voice in the policy-making functions of
our state-supported schools," Gilligan
said, noting that a number of private
institutions have already taken steps in
this direction.
"They're not just the beneficiaries of
what is handed out," he insisted "they're
stockholders, too."
The governor indicated the proposal
would be introduced within ten days.
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easy ridin'

peace march
There are some Americans who, when they hear of a
peace march In Washington D.C., assume the protest is
once again comprised of leftists hippie radicals who
delight In cluttering our nation's capltol with meaningless
peace parades.
Last weekend it was different.
This particular Washington crowd consisted of the guys
who have been there and back..some of whom left trrelr
blood in Southeast Asia and received a medal for It.
But the veterans threw their bloody silver stars back at
the President and the administration in turn, tossed them
right back at themarchersby ignoring their presence and
verbally denouncing them.
To begin with, President Nixon was not even in
Washington this weekend. He was in seclusion at Camp
David preparing his statement to the Congress on the
nation's economy.
Vice-president Spiro Agnew boldly stood in front of a
newsman's microphone Sunday and said "The American
public shouldn't be easily swayed by the 200,000 peace
marchers because this is only two percent of the country's
population." He called the marchers "confused" because
they were not aware of the "facts." The News wonders if
Mr. Agnew is aware «f the fact there is an unpopular war
going on In Vietnam.
The administration's condemnation of the veteran
marchers Is only another example of the ignorance
displayed by this disgusting dynamic duo who insist on
justifying and continuing this mad war.
The President has. ignored college students,
congressmen, veterans and countless numbers of
American citizens in their desire to end this war. Who else
is left to trample the White House grass?
As the anniversary of the Kent killings approaches,
once again American college students will remind Mr.
Nixon and Mr. Agnew of the insanity in prolonging the
war. We will peacefully try again.

tur man hoppm

dick is
only human
r

By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist

"I want you to be perfectly candid
about this, Pat. Do you, in your opinion,
consider me dull, stuffy or, let the chips
fall where they may, not human
enough?"
"I have always thought of you, Dick,
as human."
"Thank you, Pat, for your confidence.
For more than a month now my aides
have attempted to project a new Image of
me, emphasizing my warmly human
qualities that make me, in my
judgment, a regular fellow, one of the
boys. Yet, for reasons that are unclear,
the polls indicate our efforts have, in the
final analysis, failed."
"I'm sure it's not your fault, Dick,"
"Let me say this about that, Pat. As It
was a question of voter appeal and thus a
major importance, I decided to cooperate
fully. That was my decision on UUs."
"Was it difficult, Dick?"
"I did not take the easy path for that Is
not, rightly or wrongly, my way. I appeared on the Today Show to prove I was
a regular fellow. I granted countless
televised interviews during which,
though I sat in a straight-backed chair, I
crossed my legs to show I was one of the
guys. And, to Illustrate that I was
warmly human, I allowed the
photographers to take my picture while
strolling on the beach in casual attire."
"YES, DICK, I had never seen a more
informal photograph of you - wearing
that windbreaker with the Presidential
seal on it and only a hint of your sincere
blue necktie showing."
"I even considered Ron's request that

I remove my shoes for the occasion to
show my disdain for formality. But, in
the end, I was forced to reject the concept, not wishing to get my socks wet."
"What more can you do, Dick?"
"Well, Pat, the staff feels I should be
the subject of warm, earthy anecdoteslike
the press told about Lyndon. But they
haven't thought of any yet."
"Give them another month, Dick.
Wait, what about the time you spilled
catsup on your vest and said, 'Darn it!"'
"That language. In my judgment. Is
not necessary. But perhaps if I told a
joke. Aha, listen: 'I have both won and
lost. Winning is more fun.' What is your
candid opinion of that joke, Pat?"
"I think it is the funniest joke you ever
told, Dick."
"THANK YOU, PAT for your confidence. I shall now, having slept my 7
hours and 32 minutes as always, leap
from this bed and devote my usual 4
minutes and 47 seconds to my breakfast
so that I may stride to work. Please
order my regular bowl of cottage cheese
and catsup."
"Walt, Dick, I have a good idea. Why
not have breakfast in bed this morning?"
"What is breakfast in bed, Pat?"
"Many people have breakfast in bed,
Dick. I'll call in the photographers. It
will give you a warmly human image
that will capture the hearts of aU
Americans."
"By goUy, Pat, you are right. Wait till
I adjust this pillow behind me. There,
now how can anyone say I am not a
regular fellow, Just one of the guys. How
do I look?"
"Fine, Dick, but maybe If you just
loosened your necktie. . ."

by Rick Mitz
I don't want a pickle,
Just want to ride on my motorsickle,
And I don't want a tickle,
'Cause I'd rather ride on my motorsickle.
Riding on one's motorsickle, to
borrow from Arlo Guthrie,. is a new
popular pastime that's hitting college
campuses all over the country, faster
than a speeding Honda, Harley or BMW.
Students—male and female, young
and old—are parking their bicycles,
storing their autos, putting away their
bus passes and investing their time,
money and energy in another transportational mode that's more convenient, more economical, more exciting, less polluting, as well as for other
reasons that seem to be putting
psychologists and sociologists in fourth
gear.
In the last year or so, we have been
told that there are other "deep-rooted"
reasons why people ride cycles-from the
cycle as Freudian father figure to the
hot-throbbing-steel-between-one'sappendages adage.
BUT ALTHOUGH THESE may even
be somewhat valid, there's no reason
why a student, or anyone else, rides a
motorcycle.
An entire motorcycle
mystique has been built up around the
machine and the men and women who
wrap their legs around it-and this extends to further reasoning than saving
on gas money or a rider's family
problems.
The myth began about 17 years ago
when Marlon Brando came zooming
across the screen in a Triumph chopper,
complete with greasy hair, violent sexual
glimmer in his angered eye-the blue
denim kid. bombing down the freeway,
his swastika neckpiece blowin' in the
wind.
"You meet the nicest people on a
Honda" may be the motto of a certain
cycle company, but in the skeptical
Middle American mind, the typical
motorcyclist is still The Wild One, a bona
fide Hell's Angel member.
In reality, however, the grouprider is
far outnumbered by the lone rider. Of the
three million cyclists in this country, only
about three thousand are in motorcycle
groups.
And all motorcycle groups
certainly aren't like the Hell's Angels.
With the advent of Easy Rider movies
and television's Then Came Branson.
the public is finally being shown a

somewhat sensitive and sympathetic
portrait of the cyclist-a portrait that
today is more accurate than the greasykid's stuff image that began in the 90s.
So a new motorcycle mystique
emerges based, as are so many other
youth crazes, on the principles of
freedom and liberation. The new myth
should be described to some of the people
who do the riding, those who are the
reality of the myth. But it seems, most
Easy Riders have difficulty in articulating the reasons for their sources of
pleasure.
"THERE'S THIS FREEDOM about
it," one biker says. "You ride fast, it's
glamorous. It's individual—the closest
thing to flying."
And there are other, stranger reasons.
"It's so dangerous. Some people use itwant It—to be a deliberate death trip. It's
a beautiful way to wipe yourself out-and
get glory, too. It's masochist ecstasy, a
fantasy you can make real."
All kinds of students are now riding
bikes. A forty-year old female graduate
student at a large university rides her
Harley to campus from her home in the
suburbs when weather permits. I asked
why she rides her motorcycle.
"Because there's nothing like the
feeling of riding on a motorcycle," she
said. "There's a feeling of risk and
danger and yet one of complete control.
I'm responsible for what the machine
does. It's different than my station
wagon - there's a feeling of contact with
the machine, like flying small planes or
riding a horse. A physical oneness with
that machine.
"I got my Harley," she said, "because
it's more prestigious. I wanted to avoid
the image of the Sunday Biker. It's a big
leisure-time activity for me. I call my
cycle My Toy," she said.

becomes a part of them.
Allegedly, there are those deep-rooted
reasons that recently were made public
when a Harvard psychiatrist reported
that many cyclists are escaping reality
through their bikes, that many cyclists
feel "tenuous masculine identification,"
and ride bikes to prove themselves as
men, as towers of strength and "to avoid
the possibility of homosexual feelings,"
which says nothing about the woman
cyclists.
Not only are these finds" gross
generalizations, but they attempt to
create a New Image of the cyclist as a
neurotic masochistic, perverted muscleseeking man, which tends-as all over
analyzation does-to take the pleasure out
of something as simple and Joyful as
riding a motorcycle.
None of the answers, the findings, the

philosophies makes sense. Riding a
motorcycle is not necessarily indicative
of a psychological disturbance with deeprooted Freudian implications. Nor is it
merely a convenient mode of transportation. It's a feeling.
Riding a motot :ycle is an attitude.
representative of a way of life. It's a
cross country cruise, a sensation, an
environmentalist philosophy where, on a
cycle, a rider's body blends into the
surroundings. Riding a cycle is a unique
experience, a seventh sense, a feeling of
freedom.
"I don't know why 1 ride a cycle," one
rider said. "It.just feels good."
And I don't want a tickle,
Cause I'd rather ride on my motorcycle.
And I don't want to die.
Just want to ride on my motorcycle.

AND THEN THERE are the Cons.
There is a definite danger of riding a
cycle, no matter how skilled you are.
There's a lack of protection and so much
of a rider's fate depends on other drivers.
This is one of the reasons that cycle
insurance is so high, proportionately
more expensive than automobile Insurance. One student Rider in dire need
of money had his J5.000 chopper insured
and then asked a friend to steal it so he
could collect the Insurance money. But
many cyclists aren't so eager to part with
their cycles, even for money. Their cycle

news Lerrers
our proud non-violent record
"BGSU. Students, We're Proud of
You." This sign was displayed by
residents of Bowling Green following the
peaceful candlelite march by 8,000
university students last May.
On other campuses throughout the
nation, students rampaged the towns,
destroyed university property, clashed
with National Guardsmen, and
demanded the cancellation of classes. So
that other students could exploit their
deaths to obtain an increase in the black
population on campus or a new policy
concerning dormitory meal tickets?
No, their deaths were a violent means

to a peaceful end which was never
realized. How ironic to believe that the
students who burned the ROTC building,
or the ones who ransacked the town, or
even the ones who broke a few windows
wanted peace!
What's even more ironic is the fact
that one third of those students "involved" were actually apathetic!! The
demonstrations and strikes were unique
opportunities to sleep-in, or skip classes,

or cut the school year short. Those
students may have been involved bodily,
but certainly not morally.
Now with the proposed celebration of
the Kent State Crisis on May 4th, it is
inevitable that the events of last spring
will be repeated. Will Bowling Green
State University retain its characteristic
of non-violence, or will the signs read,
"Kent State, '70-Bowling Green, 71"?
My point is precisely this: if we truly

feel justified in striving for a goal which
would benefit the majority then we
should act. But even more important is
our thorough evaluation of the means by
which we intend to acquire this goal.
Let's not destroy what we do have in a
vain attempt to obtain what we want
Let's not become another Kent State.
Robbi Richards
Grad. Student in Ed.

THe BG news

bicycle thieves

An independent Student Voice

I would like to sayThanksa Hell of a
Lot to the inconsiderate person or people
who stole my bicycle during the weekend
of April 17. You may think its really
funny and profitable for you, but it
causes a great deal of inconvenience for
me and all the other people who have
come up with missing bicycles recently!
What are my inconveniences you ask?
Well, it was my only transportation
around BG and during the summer,
around home. In fact it was my only way
to get to work-now I may not be able
to work because
I won't be able to
get there.
I suggest to everyone with bicycles
to double lock them, .mine was locked
and soil stolen. Bicycle thieves are
charged with grand larceny and have to
be the lowest people on earth. We certainly don't need any more screwed up
people like you In this society!
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Move against Toalston filed
ByVkAmato
A newly elected Student
Council member, Robert H.
Engleson, sophomore I AfcS),
yesterday filed a petition in
Student Court to block
"legislation exercised by the
executive branch of student

government until a regular
meeting of Student Council is
held."
"This is a basic test case to
foil Art Toalston's attempts to
abolish Student Council,"
Engleson said. Toalston is the
newly elected student body
president
"He is trying to usurp the

legislative powers of Student
Council and become a dictator," added Engleson.

mandatory," he said.

"And all votes are to be
slipped under his door. In this
way Toalston could adjust the
"IMMEDIATELY AFTER vote count and do anything he
consulting
taking office, Toalston posted wants without
a notice on his door saying Council."
"This is only his first step
Student Council will meet 24
hours a day, seven days a in abolishing Student Concil,"
week and attendance -was not said Engleson. "He's having
Doug Weigle junior, (BA),
draw up a new constitution to
give the president all
legislative powers. In this
new constitution the student
body president will have sole
responsibility for allocating
the Council budget.
The
president will also have the
sole power for appointing
Rowney, "The Super Powers officials," he said.
and Aggressive Behavior; A
Developmental Perspective."
-2 p.m.. Dr. Michael
Robins, "Morality in the
Context of the War"; Dr. John
Brown, "Arguments for and
Against Pacifism"; Morris
Weinberger.
"Teaching
Controversial Issues in
Student Court Friday
Schools"; Michael Moore
determined there is cause for
"Why the U.S. Became in- more investigation into the
volved in Indochina"; and Dr. recent election of a student
Grover Platt, "The Danger of representative to the Board of
Political Passivity: The Case Trustees.
of Hitler Germany."
The court made the ruling

Workshops scheduled
on anti-war efforts
This Wednesday, the first
anniversary of the invasion of
Cambodia, there will be
workshops from 10 a.m. till 4
p.m. on the lawn in front of
Williams Hall.
The
workshops
are
designed to commemorate the
H«-«pKoto by Dav« Elbracht
Cambodia invasion and renew
Into
Students recently passed out information concerning
efforts to end the Vietnam
the proposed new clothing and book co-op to be
war.
5,ar,ed here
The
At 7 p.m. there will be a
distributed
tables were set up in the sun between Moseley and Williams Halls.
__^_ rally, featuring a number of
local speakers, also in front of
Williams.
If it rains, the workshops
wiU be held in the Student
Services Building and the
International Center.
Starting at 10 a.m., the
following speakers will conduct workshops on the topics
listed below:
- 10 a.m., Dr. David
Students who fail a course required to repeat the par- average only after the course Newman, "Economic Effects
once can now repeat the ticular course at this has been repeated.
of Military Spending"; Dr.
The revised method will Virginia Platt, "Women in
course and count the second University.
also be utilized to determine History"; Charlene Blangrade in figuring their acScheduled to become ef- point averages for admission chard,
cumulative point averages.
"Women
in
fective next fall, the measure eligibility of transfer students Literature."
In an Academic Council indicates the second course and graduate students from
-11 a.m.. Dr. Joseph Perry,
meeting last Thursday, the will affect the student's point other institutions.
"Open Discussion on ConCouncil approved a Faculty
temporary Problems"; Dr.
Senate recommendation-to
Michael . O'Hara, "Effects
record only the second grade
of U.S. Involvement in Inof a repeated course in
dochina on American-Soviet
computing the overall point
Relations"; Dr. Bruce Edaverage.
wards, Dr. Neil Browne,
"Economic Alternative to
DR. CHARLES A. LEONE,
Militarism"; Mary Schaefer,
Dean of the Graduate School,
WASHINGTON (AP) - The may encourage other states to Jan Weber, "Introduction to
moved the proposal be ap- Supreme
Sisterhood"; Mike Saba, John
Court yesterday adopt like procedures.
proved which states, "...when gave the people in towns and
"Men's
"Provisions for referen- Cormllllon,
a student repeats a course in cities all over the nation the dums demonstrate devotion to Liberation"; Dr. Harry
which he has received a right to block constuction of democracy, not to bias, Gyman, Dr. Elmer Speitzer,
falling grade, or has received low-rent public housing in discrimination or prejudice," "The
Relevance
of
a D grade in a course in which their communities.
Black said.
a grade of at least C is
The 5-3 decision may blunt
HE WAS BACKED by
prerequisite for another a broad campaign to disperse
course, only the second grade poor minorities from inner Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger and Justices John M.
be utilized in computing his cities to outlying areas.
Harlan, Potter Stewart and
point average."
Justice Hugo L. Black Byron R. White.
The Council stipulated the spoke for the court as it
Applications for
Justices Thurgood Marprovision apply only to un- sustained an amendment to
student
body
dergraduates who will be the California Constitution shall. William J. Brennan Jr.,
organization positions
and Harry A. Blackmun
that requires voter approval dissented while Justice
are available in 405
for federally assisted public William
Student Services Bldg.
0.
Douglas
Student elected
housing.
Openings are for
disqualified himself.
student court Justice,
Blackmun's vote was his
HE SAID THE 1950
traffic court Justice,
major difference with
to Dist. Ed. post amendment was not aimed at first
student body secretary,
any racial minority and Burger, a fellow Minnesotan.
student body treasurer,
Marshall
said
that
though it may disadvantage
and student body public
A University student has the poor it is not un- "singling out the poor to bear
relations director.
been elected to a national constitutional.
a burden not placed on any
The
applications
office in the college division of
Eleven other states have other class of citizens trammust be returned by
the Distributive Education similar voter checks on public ples the values that the 14th
May 3.
Clubs of America.
housing. The ruling supports Amendment was designed to
Keith N. Settles, Junior the theory behind them and protect."
(Ed.), was elected to the post
of central vice president at a
national leadership conference last week.
The organization promotes
distributive education on the
high school level.

Council approves proposal

on repeated course grades

Court gives right
to block housing

Relevance."
• 12 noon, Dr. Edward
Shuck, "Needed Changes for
Political Policy in Respect to
Indochina"; Dr. James
Graham, "Open Topic";
Susan Cornillion, "Alternatives to a Nuclear Family or
Communal Living"; and Cheri
Saba, Viki Knauerhause,
"Women's Roles in Society."
-1 p.m., Dr. Adelia Peters,
"Alternatives in Education";
Dr. Louis Katzner, "Morality
of the War"; Dr. Donald
Scherer,
"Morality
of
Resource Use"; Dr. William
Reichert, "Consequences of
Laos and Cambodia Upon the
American Social System";
Rev. ROSS Miller,■■lH'i-isions
about the Draft"; and Cheri
Saba,
"Birth Control and
Abortion".
-1:30 p.m., Gary Hess,
"Can Invasions such as
Cambodia and I-ios End
the War?"; and Donald

Secretary of State William
P. Rogers flew to London
yesterday on route to the
Middle East, where he hopes
to revive hopes of a settlement
between Israel and its Arab
enemies.
The way ahead is difficult

"During the week of April
13,1971, Art Toalston, newly
elected
Student
Body
President, called a perpetual
Student Council meeting
without giving written notice
to every member of Student
Council. As this is a violation
of Article five, Section five of
the Student Body Constitution,
the Court should rule against
the legislation exercised by
the executive
branch of
student government until a
regular meeting of the Student
Council is held."
Toalston was unavailable
for comment yesterday.

Court discovers cause
for student rep probe

in a pre-trial hearing on a
lawsuit filed by Eric Furry,
Junior (A&S).
The suit claims that illegal
and deceptive procedures
were used by the Firelands
Branch screening committee
in nominating Evelyn Swords,
freshman (Ed.) as a candidate
for
student
representative.
MISS SWORDS placed
third in the voting, but will be
a member of elected student
representative Mark Kruse's
staff.
The lawsuit also contends
because neither Egypt nor that the screening prohibited
Israel, the
principal an- other Firelands students from
tagonists show any sign of running for the position.
Furry's attorney, Doug
softening positions that have
deadlocked
peace Weigle, said if there was an
illegal screening, the entire
negotiations.
ROGERS' AIM, as a election is invalid.
"If another person would
starter,
is
to
make
arrangements
for
the have run, who is to say that he
would not receive the largest
reopening of the Suez Canal

-3 p.m., Jim KeUar,
"Organizational Workshop of
the War for May 4 and 5 Activities";
and
Rosalee
Fleming, "A Woman's Role in
Achieving Peace."
Free day care all day,
April 28, will be provided in
the Union for those with
children who want to attend
the workshops.

Rogers enroute
to Mideast talks
By The Associated Press

ENGLESON"S PETITION
READS:

number of votes, thereby
becoming
the
student
representative to the Board of
Trustees instead of Just an
advisor to the student
representative''"
Weigle
asked.
A new pre-trial hearing for
the lawsuit lias been set for
Friday. April 30. This hearing
will determine if there will be
an actual trial.

Student dies

after collision
Gail Wagner, 21, from
Clyde, Ohio, died Saturday in
a Sandusky hospital of injuries
suffered Friday night when
his motorcycle collided with a
car in Ottawa County.
He was a Junior in the
College of Arts and Sciences,
and lived in Conklin Hall. He
was a 1968 graduate of Clyde
High School.
Services will be held today
at 1:30 p.m. in Mitchell-Auxter
Mortuary, Clyde.

THE PANASONIC CENTER

Student body
applications

PANASONIC

—Cut oul and save this ad:

Don't
CallYour
Travel
Agent!
When you want the most
chariots available lor
Summer 1971. Call
212-697-3054
As a student at this
college. YOU may be
eligible lor our low. low
cost lares Flights from
Mew York to all major
European Cities
Weekly departures
Flights under the auspices
of World Student
Government Organization
Send coupon
call, write
or visit
WSGO WIH»nd

t

O Tiiv»i bulletin*
n AppliCiliOf 'Of Inlfrnironal
StudffitIO
NMM^

JUST SLIGHTLY AHEAD OF OUR TIME
Car/home Stereo

OK,

Consider
the
source

—

dy_
-ZW-

Charter*, i
Travel Specialists
60 East 42nd Street
New York lO0»7
CaM (212) 607-3054

The first
malt liquor
good enough
to be called

ramwFisfB.

;.

%

•*

tiuiltliquflf

Panasonic makes a car stereo tape
player that leaves the car when you do. Just
turn the key and Its lock-tight car bracket
opens into an optional adapter cabinet and
plays through your present speaker system.
Or hook up Panasonic's matching walnut
speakers for sound to rival the best stay-atCar and home stereo
114.99
Lock-Tight Car Bracket
1799
Home-mounting Cabinet
39.99
Two delux walnut speakers 34.99

home stereo. Accessory adapter packs let
you enjoy AM, FM, FM stereo, even
cassettes. Marine band pack if you happen
to keep the car-home stereo on your boat.
Panasonic's CX-888, the car-home stereo.
Ask to hear it soon.
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U.N. membership cited as "duty"

5 African
K:ople.
rince of —.
7 Tricks or
devices.
8 Miscellaneous.
9 Set into
motion.
10 Beats gently.
11 Greek letter.
12 Wedgeshaped.
13 Dawdler.
14 Church
dissenter.
21 Layer.

PUZZLE
By AWIn A.hby

ACROSS

Red China acceptance asked
U.S. strategy at the United
Nations toward the China
question, and for U.S.
recognition of the Peking
regime.
It was released also at a
time when the State Department confirmed the United
States had utilized third
governments to act as gobetweens, informing Peking
that President Nixon wished
to improve relations with the
Peoples Republic of China.
State
Department
spokesman Charles Bray
confirmed the Nixon administration's desires had
been discussed with a number
of other governments, and it
seems "quite possible that
representatives of those other

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
presidential
commission
which views membership in
the United Nations as "a duty,
not a privilege" urged
President Nixon Monday to
back U.N. seats for both
Communist and Nationalist
China.
The commission, headed
by Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge, also favored U.N. seats
for East and West Germany,
North and South Vietnam,
North and South Korea, and
the two Chinas.
THE REPORT CAME at a
time when President Nixon
was studying a separate U.S.
government report dealing
with recommendations for

BODS FOR JOBS
Help Ralph Nader
Save The Earth
Rent Your Body - Odd
Jobs Day

governments made known our
views to the Peoples Republic
of China."
THE STATE DEPARTMENT did not say what
response there has been from
Peking, if any. But Edgar
Snow, In an article written for
Life magazine, said Mao Tsetung told him he would be
happy to talk to Nixon, either
as a tourist or as President.
The report by the blueribbon Lodge commission said
the United Nations "can best
do its Job of war prevention
and settlement of disputes if
its membership includes all
governments of the world
provided they subscribe to the
principles of the U.N. Charter."
It said this meant all
governments which govern
"specific areas," even though
they may not control "all the
areas they claim."

All Funds Go To OPIAG
352-0773

12-9 P.M.

Summer Sandles Are Now In
At Cook's Shoe Store

"The commission has
THIS SHOULD APPEAR
to bridge over Nationalist found," the report said,
China's claim to be the "growing public support in the
government of all mainland U.S. for the Involvement of the
China, although It controls Peoples Republic of China in
only Taiwan. It would also the work of the U.N.
•THERE IS ALSO a deep
take care of Peking's claim to
American commitment to the
Taiwan.
Both Peking and Taiwan continued representation of
regimes have rejected any the Republic of Nationalist
China on Taiwan in the U.N."
two-China policy.

Human sexuality group
holds VD symposium

Alpha Gam Actives

Command says

PAT

DONNA

SALLY

BEV

LITTLE
SISTER

Stop In and See
Our Complete Line Of
Men's And Women's Sandles
Prices Start at S4.99 to 13.00

*v*^
Nationally Advertised Brands

COOK'S SHOE STORE
Open Mon I Fri till 9
353-8942

145 N. Main

Broke?
Want A Class Ring?

Trade-in Your
Nigh School Ring.

RUSH

ring Your Old Ring To

Mon. 7-9

Date

April 28

Time

10-3

Place

Univ. Bookstore

RING DAY RING DAY
RING DAY
TRADE-IN GOOD ON RING DAY ONLY

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

>
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41 Portal.
43 Kegular
procedure.
44 Not fixed.
45 Bend to one
side.
48 llolor of
a motor.
51 Wife of Zeus.
52 Cubic meter.
55 Protective
cover.
56 Work units.
59 Country
hotel.
61 To plan in

detail.
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62 Kitchen tool.
Solution of Saturday's Puzzle

CRYPTOGRAM — By Mill Hammer
YQY IIw

B.B. TOVVCR>

irons ranpira
Rigran

■I
Einronn nnn

THKHKTH VDVVCKQ Wll
T v II w.

Lr,r,£i2,:,M HUM"

33PI0ffl._ nnnn nnn
Yesterday's cryptogram: Fed-up umpire
nfllrmrd: 1 rale irale basemen base men.

CLASSIFIED

Tues 7-9

ALL GIRLS INVITED
All Functions Held At
SAE House

■

CAMPUS

i M l \n\ii

April It, I1JI Tuesday

Alpha Chi's

CANOF. TR1P-AII those women in Outing Club planning on
going canoeing- important meeting Tuesday April 27th at
630
pm
in
Km.
100
of
Women's
Rldg
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES Students will meet in the
Tatt Koom of the Union at 6:30 pm. Requested that all
International Studies Students attend

swing into
spring
with their
new 16

BOWLING GREEN SPORTS CAR Club will meet in 107
Hanna at 7:00 pm Attendance is requested.
t'NIVKHSITY KARATK CLUB will meet in the Dogwood
suite of the Union from 7-9

RIDES
Hide Needed-Ithaca NY. or
area Apr 29 or 30 for two 3725371
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Wanted girls for dining room
and banquet service Apply in
person Northgate Restaurant
Ask
for
Mr.
Tnpp

The Actives
STUdjjftfc... ernou a Sub'
35^-7571

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR
STUDENTS Australia.
Europe. So. America, Afirca.
etc. All professions and occupations. $700 to S3.000
monthly. Expenses paid
ove'rUme. sightseeing. Free
information. Write TWA
Research Service. Box 5591-B
San Diego. CA 81106
Attention College Coed Need
to be enthusiastic a eager to
work 10 hrs per week $35 00
Salary plus commission.
Apply Society Products. 102 S
Main Bowling Green, between
10-1
Need part time help Call 3527197 Vatan's
PERSONAL

RING DAY

liiI \\ lull

April 26 & 27

Man's Style $7.50 Credit Lady', Style $5.00 Credit

58 Provided
with hair,

SAIGON (AP) - U.S. troop
strength in Vietnam dropped
to 281,400 men last week, the
U.S. Command announced
yesterday.
The total was 2.600 below
the ceiling set by President
Nixon for May 1 and the lowest
level in nearly five years.
Official sources said they
anticipated strength would
drop about 274,000 by May 1,
or 10,000 below the ceiling.
Nixon has announced a
seventh round of troop cutbacks to reduce the authorized
ceiling to 184,000 by next Dec.
1.

SAE

l

37 F.urojH'iin.
38 Declared la
lie true.
42 Gawd
earnest l>.
46 That place.
47 Time
periods:
abbr.
49 Supply.
50 Melodious
colloq.
51 Debates.
53 Sea swell.
54 lliuh nolc.
55 Species of
_ citron.
57 Indian
cymbals.

Troop totol down
to 281,400,

63 inherent.
64 State of
being
established.
65 Honor.
DOWN
1 Pyfliny
Keese.
2 ColoriiiK
Swder.
pplinii.
4 .lump over.

3."> Heraldic
bearing.

"Fight Love Pollution- director of nursing services
V.D." will be the title of a for the Wood County Health
symposium in 112 Life Science Department, will also participate. A question and anBldg. tonight at 7:30 p.m.
John Miles, northwestern swer period will follow.
The symposium is sponOhio veneral disease consultant from Toledo, will sored by the Human Sexuality
speak and bring along a staff Symposium and student
member to explain In- government.
terviewing problems.
Mrs. Kay Edwards,

We/come New

Saturday May 1, 1971

1 Swift bird.
8 Appearances.
15 Bobolink.
16 Height of
the body.
17 Shoulder
blade.
18 Infernal.
19 Young iniin.
211 Clerxyiiien.
22 Newt.
23 Finishes.
25 (iurnient.
2I> Celebration.
27 Purposeful.
29 Established.
.lOHhylhm in
music.
31 Grave
markers.
33 Processing
pliinl.

24 Soft and
clear.
26 Anglo-Saxon
vassals.
28 Discontinue.
30 Moneyfactories.
32 Hoost.
34 Musical
tones.
36 Makes over.
38 Moth genus.
39 Variety of
zoisite.
40 Small
canvas
shelter.

SPECIAI-Choice of spag i2
sen-1 or veal par. (1 servl
Each served with small
Italian salad and homemade
bread-$l 25 at Ye Olde Pizza
Pub.SOO-IOO
BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Custom Wedding Rings by
PHILIP MORTON Contemporary Jeweler 112 W.
Wooster
Clndie: Congrats on your
Delta Tau Delta pinning! Your
sisters in Gamma Phi.
Crwacmt "Big" Linda. Hope
you had a Happy Birthday and
may all your wishes come
true! Your Crescent "Little"
Janey

Anyone needing any information concerning Phi
Kappa Tau. phone JaySalvage
at
352-7122
Phi

Tau's

FLAME

ON!

Two Partners needed to play
E.iehre Call Wendy 2-5411
Between 12 noon and 6:pm

miller on being chases out-. local transportation call 352standing greek woman. With 5559
love Royal Green.
Will buy used lacrosse Stick
Persons are available. Call 2372-3452 or 372-5829
2801 Counseling Center 320
Student Services.
1965 Sunbeam Alpine, hardtop
Wire wheels, call 354-7254
Congrats Meg & Bob on your
Kappa Sig-DG Pinning The
For Sale
65 Plymouth
Pledges
Satellite Must Sell l>h .152-5917
May be seen at 724 K Wooster
JUNIORS-MISS
YESTERDAY'S MEETING' THE
69 Mobile Home 12 x 50' 6 mi
PLACEMENT
OFFICE South. Avail June SSM723
STILL NEEDS INFO FROM
YOU NOW
REGISTER
For Sale New Panasonic 6TODAY. 1 or 3 PM. IN 210 track stereo tape player and
MATH SCIENCE BLDG
three good tapes-Worth 1150.
Will sell for 170.00 Call 352-7763
Skin problems'1 New product
now offered on open market House lor summer. 3 F 160
alter 15 years of clinical monthly' air conditioned 352testing If Interested Call 352- 7779
6641
1 m. needed to sublet furHand carved wedding bands. mbshed apt for summer alr18 k. gold, design your own or cond. 352-0803
we will help you. Vatan's 108
N. Main
Summer Apartment Near
Campus Air cond Best Offer
FOR SALE OR RENT 352-5417

LitUe Bon: I'm so proud of
you-Congrata on Activation.
DZ Love. Your Gimp

Typewriters, adders and
calculators. Sales service and
rentals, 217 S. Main 352.7780
Majestic
Paint
Bldg

Special gift for Mother on her
day Vatan's. 109 N. Main
Mother's Day collector plates,
rose candles, hummels etc.

1966 Porsche 911 Red. 5 speed.
U-ather seats am-fm shortwave radio. 354-4415

KD Pledges-The
Body
Painting Party was our
Pleasure D.U. Pledges

Camper Truck, self contained
stove-Refrigerator,
water,
new tires, bed. cupboards runs
good, heavy duty battery $650
ph 354-1064 anytime

CLAUDIA: Your new pin is
well deserved' Congrats AX
[.ove Ren.
Delta Zeta says thanks to the
Alpha Sigs for a wild tea!
All you can eat! MondayChicken
Dinner- II 64:
Tuesday Spaghetti II 39:
Wednesday Fish Dinner $1.49.
These Weekly specials are
only at Howard Johnson's.
1630E Wooster
Jacque-It's great having you
for my Crescent Big. Gamma
Phi Luv. Linda
Royal Green congratualtes
Connie Elliot for receiving the
Florence Currier Scholarship
Award

Beautiful new maple rocking
chair. Leaving BG must sell
before mid June Call 351-7873
from 1-5 pm

Two bedroom a c apartment
available for summer Good
deal 3524489
URGENT need 4 bodies to
sublease apt for summer I'
Courts, au- cond. furnished
BEGIN IN JUNE-Room. twin
beds, ground floor, outside
entrance, for students
Reasonable rent, kitchen
privileges Call 353-3401
Air cond. apt. for summer 1-3
girls. June paid 352-0645
1 br. Greenview apt for
summei quarter 352-0641
CHEAP$$

Chevy II Nova 1963-Good
condition leaving here nud
June Must sell before this date
$300 or best offer Call 351-7173
between 1-5 pin

1 bdrm Apt for rent 4 blocks
from campus avail June 3517616 after 4 p.m. cheap

EMC bus speaker cabinet
New. Coat $100 1-15 " Jensens
$85. 352-5054 weekmghts

Apt to rent for summer; 2
bedroom air conditioned call
352-7083 after 4 pm Winthrop
South

For Sale '61 Ford Galaxie- is
in good shape Esp. the engine-only 50.000 miles Reliable
transportation $180 call 3527783
'70 Challenger RT ManyExtras Must Sell 354-9705

Heavenly Help with SPRING
Cleaning- Hire a CHERUB on
Wednesday. April 28 or
Friday, April 30 from 114 Call
372-1032 and order your
cherub'

Honda 160 Scrambler Top
condition Phone 354-5595

Alpha Sigs. WE're loving our
new sign Thanks, the Delta
Zeta't

For Sal* AXC Irish Seders
$40.00 Phone 345-McClure
after
5 00

Congrats to Suite Ausler-

si' VW rebuilt Engine good

For Sale'66 Honda 450 $500 or
Best Offer Call 353-9675

Valentine. 1 or 2 male summer
Jerry 3524150
Roommate wanted for 71-72
year. Winthrop Terrace Call
Karen 353-3321
Need 3rd person male in three
bedroom apt. tor summer
June rent paid Call Steve or
Pete at 3514237
Summer free room and board
m exchange for babysitting
and light housework. Must
love children call 3524615
ATTENTION'
Married
Couples' Need Housing' We
Welcome you Stadium View

Apia JS2.S0U

Sublease lor aummer. Cheap!
Apt 7, 707 6th SI Call 352-0115
Brand new deluxe 2 bedroom
apt. available for lease from
June 11. 1971 to August 31.1971
furnished carpeted gas heat
and air conditioning 1160 per
month all utilities paid except
electricity Ph 351-7381
Fall tree room and board in
exchange for babysllbng and
light housework Must love
Children Call 352-0615
Km n Apt for summer sessions
1 block from campus phone
352-OS61
Beat the summer weather'
sublease an air conditioned
apartment ccross from McDonald West Available for
the summer and the rest of
next school year Call 3524131
URGENT!
Male Grad
Student Needs single room
immediately Call 372-4809
3 bedim Varsity Sum Sublet
$150 Bonus Inquire 352-8374
2 males Roommates Needed
for fall. * inter, spring, qtrs.
71-71 Call 3S2-O0O5
4-man air cond. Valenune apt
to sublet for summer Cheap
Call 352-6171
1-2-3-4 Persons to rent air
conditioned apt for summer
June FREE Call 3517819
Air conditioned apt close to
camp for summ. Need 2 M. or
F 352-0384
SUMMER SUBLET-ONLY
$44 PERSON' Winthrop South
!! 352-0716
Men rooms single and double
now, June and September 3538241
APTS FOR RENT CALL 3529J78 or 354-7731
Girl needed for apt summer
352-7114
Wanted:
four people for
summer Green, apts near pool
« cheap 3624866
Roommate needed summer
apt 1 block from Campus Call
after 4 pm Sharon 354-7553
Apartments & Rooms Summer Across from campus
Ph 352-7365
F. Roomies needed for
summer or fall qtr. Call
Ronnie or Joy 351-7173

Classifieds get results
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Camp out on Capitol grounds
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Veterans join war protests
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Nvwtphoto by Gordy Gait

Peace now

Youthful protesters turned out in droves for the
Vietnam Veterans Against the War marches this past
weekend. Thousands of young people from all walks
of life marched on the nation's capital calling for an
end to the war.

By Damon Beck
■MM Editor

bivouacked on the mall at the
foot of the Capitol Building.

WASHINGTON-A little
trouble had started Friday
night when a few young
protesters, who had arrived
early for the next day's march
and rally, threw some empty
bottles
against
the
Washington Monument
Dave Rich, New York and
Randy Leematt, Philadelphia,
moved in and helped police
settle the problem peacefully.
Both are Vietnam veterans.
Leematt and Rich had been
In Washington all week as part
of the group of 1,000 Vietnam
Veterans Against the War.

THE, SUPREME COURT
affirmed the order under
reported pressure from the
Nixon administration.
The 'vets' stayed.

No orders came to the
police to arrest the veterans
and Police Lt William Kinsey
reflected what appeared to be
the police feelings.
"We are not going in there
at one in the morning, pick up
some wounded veteran and
throw him into the street," he
said.

DURING THE WEEK the
veterans had marched on the
Capitol Building and the
Supreme Court Building where
they were arrested for
disturbing the peace, but later
released after posting $10
bonds.
They appeared before the
Senate and House committees
to testify against the war,
talked to their congressmen,
held mock search and destroy
missions with toy guns, and
discarded their medals won in
Vietnam onto a pile in front of
the statue of former Chief
Justice John Marshall.
The major crisis for the
'vets' came last Tuesday when
a U.S. District Court injunction ordered them out of
their campsite. They were

The judge finally lifted the
camping ban on Thursday and
verbally
slammed
the
President "for seeking the
injunction and not enforcing
it."
RICH SAID he was glad to
see "all the kids" coming into
the Capital to protest. But
after his "long peaceful week
with the veterans" he was
critical of the bottle-breaking
that he had just helped to stop.
"We didn't work here all
week just so some people
could come in and tear the
place down in one night," Rich

said. "Most of the people
coming to protest want to do it
the right way-non-violently,
but there are always a few
who want to bust the place up.
Using violence to protest
violence doesn't make sense."
Leematt, an unemployed
college graduate, said he was
protesting the war because he
had seen what it was like and
didn't like what he had seen.
"WE ARE BLASTING the
South Vietnamese
into
oblivion, and the government
claims we are helping them."
he said. "That's a bunch of

Governor describes
student loan program
$510 per year to individux i •■ That's an increase of 28 per
going to public institutions and cent."
"IN A SEPARATE PIECE $1,200 per year to those atGILLIGAN ADMITTED,
OF legislation, we've asked tending private schools.
that
higher
The governor took time however,
for a constitutional amendment which would permit the Saturday to lash out at various education's plight in the state
Ohio Student Loan Com- university presidents who was precarious.
"Ohio is ranked fiftieth
mission to issue revenue have labeled his education
"overly
con- among the 50 states in the
bonds," Cecile said. '"The budget
ratio of educational exincome from these bonds servative."
would be used to finance • "In fKe fiscal year '71- penditures to wealth," he said.
72,' " Gilligan said, "the "The five poorest states in the
student loans."
Mississippi.
Instructional grants could state of Ohio spent $492 million union
also be obtained by needy for higher education. This Alabama. Arkansas. South
individuals, Cecile explained. year, the requests from the Carolina, and West VirginiaSuch grants would provide universities were $840 million. spentf 1.38per capiU; lustycai
That's
an
absolutely for every dollar spent by the
state of Ohio."
astronomical jump.
The governor indicated,
"We have proposed expenditures of $640 million for however, that the ratio
the next biennium," he said. couldn't be changed over• from page l

Gilligan outlines new Guard actions
COLUMBUS - Governor
John Gilligan told the student
editors Saturday he wouldn't
hesitate to use National Guard
troops to quell campus
disturbances, but indicated
new guidelines would be set

down for their deployment.
"I don't think violence is
going to erupt," the governor
said, "But if violence should
break out anywhere, anytime
in this state- on a campus, or
in a city-which is beyond the

VC offer rewards
to deserting GIs
PARIS (AP) - The Viet
Cong
offered
special
protection and unstated
rewards yesterday to U.S.
antiwar servicemen in
Vietnam who cross over to its
lines out of sympathy for the
Communist cause.
The offer was a new attempt to stir rebellion among
U.S. forces. It was contained
in an order of the day issued to

all "South Vietnam People's
Liberation Armed Forces"
and was distributed here by
the Viet Cong delegation to the
Paris
peace
talks.
This order instructed all
Viet Cong troops in South
Vietnam not to fire on
surrendering or deserting
American soldiers, but to give
them "good treatment. . .aid
and protection."

power of local authorities to
control, and they ask me for
help, they're going to get it."
"D? WE ARE ever forced
to put troops on any campus in
this state again," Gilligan
continued, "they will go in
under a new military
operation, with new weapons,
and new field officers,
operating, under new in-

structions."
The governor also said he
would accept full responsibility for the way in which
any troops are used in Ohio.
"The responsibility for how
they are used under the
tightest
possible
field
discipline will go through a
chain of command which is
perfectly evident toeverybody,
and which will end at my

desk," he said.
GILLIGAN ALSO announced he had cancelled a
National Guard training
exercise scheduled near Kent
State
University
next
weekend.
The exercise had come
under criticism from many
individuals, who charged the
troops were being brought in
to prepare for any trouble
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IS tletnentary Education Majors N.ed.d To Toacb
EDUCABLE
MENTALLY
RETARDED

INTERESTED CANDIDATES SHOULD APPLY NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW IN ROOM 405
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
Interviews May 3-13

In Cleveland's Inner-City Schools
-No Minor Required-

We're behind

Benefits:

1971-72 Teaching Contract
Free Graduate Courses
Summer Allowance

Eligibility

Elementary
Certification
by
June
20;
Bachelor's
Degree
by
June
20;
Completion of one course: Education of Exceptional
Children, or, Education of the Mentally Retarded;
Suitability of working with EMR children
Willingness to accept teaching assignment on
probationary
contract
with
Cleveland;
Agreement to devote full-time effort for two academic
years to demands of teaching assignment in Cleveland.

Criteria:

you ai
the way.
Applications
Available:

Li'l Tau
Love

REMEMBER MOM
ON MOTHERS DAY
Corsages

75< and Up

Long Stem Red Roses $8 Per Dozen
Also Plants, Dish Gardens and Fresh
Floral Arrangements

109 CLAY ST.
352-2002 or 353-2802
Prices good in Bowling Green Area Only
Free Delivery In BG Area

! STRS£T__m

Brothers,

march
of Dimes

MYLES FLOWERS

.fllAlt/Wfr-

Be A Leader

night.
"If the general assembly
accepts our proposals," he
said, "wc would be ranked
about thirtieth.
"The problem is that
higher education is competing
at the public trough with every
other expenditure," Gilligan
continued. "And when lt only
benefits three per cent of the
population, you won't get
much support from the
legislature."

<»et Your Order In Early

«f«tfV£ tN 74/S CO*JfC*J
THE ORIENTATION BOARD IS LOOKING
FOR QUALIFIED LEADERS FOR NEXT
YEARS FALL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

crap.
Leematt had been working
for a chemical company after
he got back from Vietnam, but
was fired after he went on
television in Philadelphia and
expressed his views on the
war and the Nixon administration.
"I made $17,000 last year
and now I am drawing
unemployment," he
said.
"Two days after I was on the
program, they let me go for
what they called economic
reasons. No doubt about it.
They wanted my radical ass
out of their company."

At the Office of Career Planning & Placement Services,
Student
Services
Building;
or
writing
Miss Alphine Glenn, Staff Development Field Office, 18400
Schenley Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44119
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Falcons win 3, Stickers fall
Diamondmen rally
for series sweep

BG dealt 1st loss
in conference play

Eddie had a grand slam Falcons ninth with a walk and
were a man down as a result edge in the number of ground
By Jack Carle
last year in a game which the was followed by Allen and
balls in 'he contest. They
of a penalty.
Assistant Sports Editor
Pettorini
who
both
singled
Falcons eventually lost,
picked up 52 of them while
while
attempting
to
bunt
Coming from behind can be against Miami.
IN CONTRAST, the Falcon Bowling Green could only
GRANVILLE, O -There
Rich Arbinger ended the
The Falcons started the
fun. Just ask Eddie 'Pumwas "Want It" printed on tape stickers had a man advantage manage 33.
pkin' Plalzcr or any of the seventh inning right where the game with a ground - rule
for the Bowling Green 11 times and could not score
other Falcons diamondmen sixth had ended. Rasor went double over the right field
THE FALCONS HAVE
lacrosse Falcons and "Beat once. BG's first goal came
to first after being hit in the fence.
for that matter.
BG" printed on papers and with 1:40 gone in the third four league games remaining,
Doug Bair went the
The Falcons came from ribs by a pitch, but was out at
stuffed in the Denison period and narrowed the against Michigan State,
distance for the Falcons to
behind three times over the second on a fielder's choice.
Denison margin to 3-1. At- Kenyon, Ohio Weslyan and
mailboxes.
•
weekend and sent Kent State Allen walked and stole second even his record at 3-3. He
After four quarters of play tackman Steve Sachse scored Ohio State. BG also has to
gave up eight hits, walked
back to Kent with an 0-3 mark and Pettorini walked.
the "Beat BG" came true and when the Big Red goalie was play Ohio University. The
seven and struck out 12 in his
in the conference.
The
Enter Eddie Platzer.
"Want It" went out the win- on the other side of the net, but stickers will have a home-field
second
complete
game
of
the
Falcons are now 6-3 in the Eddie placed the 2-2 pitch over
dow for the Falcons. The that two-goal edge was as advantage for four of the
MAC.
the right centerfield fence for season.
score was 7-2 in favor of the close as the Falcons were to remaining five games.
Saturday's second game
Platzer was the spark his fifth, sixth and seventh
Last season BG defeated
Denison Big Red as the come.
was no different for the
behind the Falcons comeback RBI's of the game.
The other Bowling Green all the remaining teams on
Falcons could never get unFalcons as they found
in the first game of Saturday's
score was by Bruce Correll this year's schedule except
tracked.
STEVE PRICE started on themselves trailing 2-0 in the
double" header as he hit two
with an assist from Leif Ohio State, That game was
consecutive home runs, one a the mound for the Falcons. He first inning.
cancelled because of the
"THERE ARE STILL five Elsmo.
grand slam; the other a three exited the game with one out
campus unrest across the
games left in the season. Start
BG DID NOT score until
run homer.
in the fifth in favor of RichDenison had to take only 26 state.
thinking about Michigan State
Kent scored five runs in the mond. Richmond finished the the fourth inning when Arright now. As I said earlier in shots to win the game; 19 of
fifth inning, but BG came back game and evened his record at binger lead off with a double.
the season, someone could win these were on the net as goalie Score by quarters
with two of their own in the 1-1. John Polgar took the loss Bob Hill singled to left with
this thing with one loss," said I.auri Turevon had to make 12
bottom of the inning.
for Kent. His record is now 1- two out to score Arbinger and
0020 2
Coach Mickey Cochrane to his saves and there were seven BG
start the Falcon's third
3.
players on the bus after the goals. However, BG took 32 Denison 2 13 17
IN THE SIXTH, catcher
In Friday's game the comeback effort of the series.
shots, scored only twice and
game.
The Falcons threatened in
Bruce Rasor lead off with a Falcons jumped out to a 4-0
Cochrane was refering to the Denison goalies Dave BG goals: Correll and Sachse
double, reliefpitcherRic Rich- lead but had to come from thefifth inning but couldn't get
the fact that the stickers'next Wright and ^teve I .ay man had BG assists: Elsmo
N*w*hoto by till Mclntyrt
mond walked and second behind in the ninth inning to a hit when it was needed.
Saves: Turevon, BG-12
game is tomorrow against to inak' inly eight saves.
Shortstop Gary Haas makes it
In the sixth Platzer lead off
baseman Rod Allen singled to win the game 6-5.
Tin- Big Red also had a big Shots: BG-32; Denison 26
Michigan State and that BG
load UV bases. Platzer then
Kent scored twice in the with a walk and was replaced
back to first base |ust in time.
could still win the league even
hit his gi and slam to give the ninth inning to take a 5-4 lead. by Dave Fox. Fox was out at
Gary had three hits in the series
though they have one loss.
Falcons the lead for good.
Mike Wood lead off the second on a bunt by Tom
which saw the Falcons up their
Bowling Green is 2-1 in the
Bennett. Allen then came into
Midwest Lacrosse Association
MAC record to 6-3.
the game to run for Bennett.
and 3-3 overall.
Hill singled to left and Gary
The Big Red did their
Haas followed with another
damage without the services
single to score AUon from
of second team Little ailsecond and tie the game.
American Ted Haynie.
East Carolina and the Bowling Green will travel to
Haas was out at second on
Haynie was injured in the first University of Texas at UTex - Arlington on Nov. 6 to
a fielder's choice by Greg
period after coming down
Piper. "The conditions were wrong on his knee. It was Arlington are the new op- meet the Rebels who are
By Joe Burchick
sophomore, so maybe Sid Wylie. Lessig drew a walk to
ByVinMannlx
ponents on Bowling Green seeking major-college status
Sports
Writer
certainly not approbable for learned after the contest that
Sink's being a senior who's load the bases. Pettomlni
Assistant Sports Editor
State University's 10-game after being a college-division
Playing on the cold and golfing. Familiarity with the the injury was cartilage football schedule for 1971, power in recent years.
been through just about then drew a walk to score
except
the what proved to be the winning wind blown Bowling Green course and having played damage and will put him out athletic director Dick Young
When Bowling Green's everything
"With East Carolina's proState University golf course, under poor weather conditions for the remainder of the has announced.
track contingent left last Olympics, had something to run.
oriented offense giving us an
before
also
was
a
factor
in
our
the
Falcon
golf
team
captured
Lessig
went
all
the
way
for
do
with
his
steeplechase
win.
Thursday
morning
for
season.
The Pirates of East exciting opener, we have
the Falcons to up his record to its own Falcon Invitational favor."
Philadelphia's Penn Relays,
However, Dick Oakley Carolina, who are coached by come up with one of our finest
THERE
WERE
FOUR
2-3
and
gain
his
third
complete
tournament
Saturday
af"YEAH HE SEEMED TO
their ten o'clock departure
GOLFERS tied at 42 after the took over for Haynie, scoring former all-Pro receiver Sonny home schedules in recent
time was set so that when they KNOW what was going on, but game of the season. losing ternoon.
two goals and assisting on Handle, will open the Falcons' years," Young said.
pitcher
for
Kent
was
Dave
The Falcons easily out- first nine holes. Falcons Rick three others. The Big Red had home season on Sept. 25. East
completed their nine hour he wasn't exactly excited with
The schedule: Sept. 18-at
Faulk,
and
Scott
Masters
distanced the rest of the ten
turnpike trek east, they'd miss Ins 8:52.1 (Sink's winning tune Straka, 0-2.
two other two-goal scorers in Carolina is a member of the Ohio University; Sept. J8The Falcons travel to team field as they won the along with Akron's Bob King Karl Johnson andSteve Ryan.
in the steeplechase I because it
Philly's evening rush hour.
Southern Conference and a East Carolina; Oct. 2They might've missed the was his seventh race in eight Columbus this afternoon for a tournament going away with and Dick Eyler of Defiance Rod Korba and the other possible opponent for the Mid- Western Michigan; Oct. 9double-header with Ohio State 426 strokes.
Toledo was shared the first round lead. Denison score. Johnson is the American
rush hour, but come Firday days."
Conference Toledo; Oct. 16-at Kent State;
Faulk, BG's number one
That was almost the last and then host Western runner-up with 440 strokes
when the thirteen Falcons
only one of the Big Red champion in the Tangerine Oct.
23--Mlami
golfer
copped
medalist
honors
Michigan
this
weekend
for
a
event
of
the
meet
on
Saturday,
showed up at Penn Field, it
scorers that will graduate this Bowl.
(Homecoming); Oct. 30-at
for
the
Invitational
shooting
three
game
series.
and
the
day
before
Sid
ran
a
seemed like everybody in the
In its only night game, Marshall; Nov. 6-at UTex80. He posted rounds of 42 and year.
nation's fourth largest city 4:05.2 mile anchor leg in the
Denison drew first blood in
Arlington; Nov. 13-Xavier;
38.
Friday
Linescore:
R
H
E
was running or waiting to run four mile relay, where the
the game and was never
Nov. 20-at Dayton.
Other Falcons in the headed. They were up 3-0 at
5 8 0
in the "carnival" also known Falcons came in a close third K-000401-022
tournament included Dick the half and in the third period
6 10 3
to winner Vlllanova, and B-022-000-002
as the Penn Relays.
Erick at 86,Lorin Lacy at 87, when BG made a two-goal run
"I've never seen anything runnerup Pennsylvania.
Steve Blowers 89 and John at them, Denison responded
Danforth opened Bowling Batteries:
like it," said Steve Danforth,
Anderson 90.
the leadoff man in Bowling Green's duel with Vlllanova, K-Don Shisila, Bob BeU (8),
with three scores of their own.
Tomorrow the linksmen Three of the Big Reds seven
Green's four mile relay team. running a 4:09.2 mile, and and Ron DeGrand
#
will
journey
to
the
Byrnwyck
gave
number
two
man,
Rick
"You had to warm up for your
goals came when the Falcons
BG-Doug Bair and Bruce
Country Club golf course for a
event outside the stadium, and Schnittker, the lead for his leg. Rasor.
match
play
match
against
when they called your event Rick normally runs a 4:13, but
First Game
Becky Cochran and
Toledo.
Faulk, Blowers,
they had you come in, and "R'ggy" caught him Satur- Saturday:
R H E
Erick and Masters have
wait for twenty-five minutes day, and he could only K-00f>O5O-O02
7 10 3
Stephanie
Robinson:
nailed down the top four spots
before it started. Why bother manage a 4:21.1.
Portraits
B-000-024-400
10 10 1
followed by Akron (454), for tomorrow's match.
A
warming up?"
tngngemenis
Ashland (458),
Adrian, practice round will occu.Once on the track though
"I gave him the lead and he Batteries:
Congrats On Your "Golden Torch"
Weddings
all the events which involved was running all by himself, KJohn Polgar, Bob DeGray Michigan, (462), Defiance today for the other two team
Findlay
(469), positions against Toledo.
some umpteen thousand but when he got passed up, the (6), Jeff Hull (t) and Ron (468),
Passports
Tapping! Flame
Hlllsdale(477), Bluff ton (481)
Here the players who show the
competitors, were conducted the other runners, he DeGrand.
and
Firelands
(490).
best over aU ability and skill.
by the officials in a fashion tightened up," said Steve, BG-Steve Price, Rlc RichThe 45 mile per hour wind not Just the best scores will
Coll 3535865
remembling a fire drill.
"but he's only a freshman so mond (5) and Bruce Rasor
was
definitely
a
big
factor
in
By oppom'-nenl only
garnish the fifth and sixth
you really can't blame him"
Yoir Gamma Phi Sisters
"THEY LINE you up to
Rich Breeze brought the Second Game
K H E the Invitational Saturday as spots.
start your race in a big Falcons back into third, K-20W100-0
I 6 2 only 16 of the 90 participating
golfers broke 90. BG forhurry," said Steve, "then you running a 4:11.1, and despite B-000-102-X
3 6 2
CUP J.ND SAVE
tunately had five of those
run your race, and as soon as Sid's 4:05.2, third's where they
Batteries:
K-Dave
Straka
and
golfers.
you're finished they chase you finished at 16:46.7.
STUDENT HOUSING ASSOCIATION
"We were deeply fortunate
off the track with 'C'mon,
"We missed out by only Ron DeGrand
c'mon, let's move It. We've three or four seconds," Steve BG-Jeff Ussig and Greg to have five golfers who did
REPRESENTATIVES AND THEIR AREAS
break 90," stated Coach John
got another race to run now." said about the team's last four WyUe
AREA
In the mile relay for mile run of the season.
CHERYL L. ALDRICH
example there were 500 high
I. Rooming Houses
"But there's always next
school, college and amateur year," he added, and if he's
MARGARET KING
II. Non-Complex Apartments
teams competing so this event got anything to do with it, the
BILL BUNN
II
Greenview Apartments
We are rtMrulHng a limit.*1 number of ltud»nti lor inltr.ttlflf. M«H paying
had to be run in rapid fire Penn Relays "carnival" won't koillloni
In trtttr horn* oroat WHOM t lottoI or* cam pi* ted You will ■• dealing
Fuller Apartments
fashion.
Imagine the last be part of it.
• lib ttw iwrirn of fcwftlMii flrmi and dorian, ofl.rmj a Mtvlct wnkh toiti
Winthrop Terrace Apartments
place anchor man in one heat
htm "oth.ng unltu our homo efTitf producer nwilf (ax ikon. We aroftH
lull
time employees but torn* port time poilhoni are open Wnl* immediately
West Apartments
of the mile relay, getting run
living of* anri homo town Well tend dotoih and application by return mall
DALE KRYNAK
IV. Valentine Apartments
over by the leadoff man in the
next heat.
Newlove Apartments
Personnel Director
"I never knew what was
Springhill Apartments
coming off the whole weekend
Firsdon Apartments
there," miffed Steve.
93 Maiiachwtom Avo., lotion Man. 021 IS
Varsity Square Apartments
Danforth's
Just
a
LINDA BOWMAN
V. University Courts Apartments
Stadium View Apartments
Bumpus-Dahms Apartments
Colony-Terrace Apartments
Al-Lyn Apartments
MARY JO HARTWELL
VI. Falcon Square Apartments
Charles Apartments
Baron Apartments
HALF ARE ON A WATERBED
Campus Gardens Apartments
Dean Apartments
CAROL WADE
VII. Northgrove Gardens
Luther Apartments
Jefferson House
Georgetown Apartments
COORDINATOR BRUCE MISAMORE
Thurston Manor Apartments
By Harold Brown
Sporti Editor

Back
in time

Trackmen caught
in Penn rush hour

Five home contests

Linksmen take
own invitational

SPOtTS

top VI grid schedule

Hager
Studios

SUMMER JOBS!

INTERSTATE CORP.

Thanks For Being
You!!

SUE BRUNINS
Cook
TKE House

THERE ARE NOW TWICE
AS MANY WAYS,

LIQUID LOVE
WATERBED CO.
835 Third Straot

The Fraters

353.7464

St. Thomas More Apartments
Therkleson Apartments
Representatives of the Student Housing Association May be reached daily
In Room 420 SS Bldg. from 10: OP A.M. to 5:00 P.M. or by Calling 372-3768

